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PALESTINE : Thank God for the German Hate Police! Or heil … or whatever the appropriate 
salutation is for these unsung heroes. They just saved us all from “hate” again!

Yes, that’s right, once again, democracy-loving people here in New Normal Berlin and all across the
New Normal world were right on the brink of being exposed to “hate,” and would have been exposed to
“hate,” had the Hate Police not sprang into action.

You probably have no idea what I’m talking about.

OK, what happened was, some pro-Palestinian activists organized a “Palestine Congress,” and
attempted to discuss the situation in Gaza, and call for solidarity with the Palestinians, and so on, right
here in the middle of Berlin, the epicenter of European democracy, as if they thought they had a right
to do that. The German authorities were clearly intent on disabusing them of that notion.

Early Friday morning, hundreds of black-clad Hate Police descended on the congress location.
Reinforcements were called in from throughout the nation. Metal barricades were erected on the
sidewalks.

Hate Police stood guard at the entrance. The German media warned the public that a potential “Hate-
Speech” attack was now imminent.

Berliners were advised to shelter in place, switch off their phones and any other audio-receptive
communication devices, and wad up little pieces of toilet paper and ram them deep into their ear
canals to prevent any possible exposure to the “hate.”

Sure enough, minutes into the congress, the anticipated “Hate-Speech” attack was launched! A
Palestinian activist — Salman Abu Sitta — who had written an article that allegedly “expressed
understanding of Hamas,” and thus had already been placed on the official German “No-Speak” list,
started speaking to the congress on Zoom or whatever.

Or … it isn’t quite clear whether he actually started speaking. According to a Hate Police
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spokesperson, they raided the congress because “there is a risk of a speaker being put on the screen
who in the past made anti-Semitic and violence-glorifying remarks.”

Anyway, the Hate Police stormed the venue, pulled the plug, dispersed the crowd, and banned the rest
of the “Palestine Congress,” which was scheduled to continue on Saturday and Sunday. Then they
arrested a Jewish guy who was wearing a Palestinian-flag-kippah, presumably out of an abundance of
caution.

But the “Hate-Speech” attack wasn’t over yet. It was one of those multi-pronged “Hate-Speech”
attacks, or at least it involved one other prong.

Earlier that morning, or perhaps while the Hate Police were still neutralizing the threat at the venue, Dr.
Ghassan Abu Sitta, a prominent British surgeon, who had volunteered in Gaza and was due to speak
at the congress, was intercepted by the Berlin Airport Hate Police, refused entry into Germany, and
forced to return to the UK.

The Airport Hate Police informed the doctor that he was being denied entry in order to ensure “the
safety of the people at the conference and public order,” Abu Sitta told the Associated Press.

Kai Wegner, Berlin’s mayor, presumably feeling a bit nostalgic for the fanatical days of 2020 to 2023
when one could persecute “the Unvaccinated” with total impunity, took to X to celebrate the Hate
Police’s thwarting of this “Hate event.”

The pro-Palestinian activist community also took to X and expressed their displeasure. Yanis
“Vaccinate Humanity” Varoufakis, who was one of the organizers and was scheduled to speak, was
particularly incensed over the new German “fascism,” which apparently he has just now
noticed, despite the fact that it has been goose-stepping around in a medical-looking mask for the last
four years.

Yanis was not alone in his outrage. An increasing number of mainstream German journalists, authors,
academics, and other members of the professional “progressive” classes are stunned that the new
totalitarian society that they fanatically ushered into being during the so-called “Covid Pandemic” era —
or stood by in silence and watched it happen — is now unleashing its fascistic force against them.

Which, OK, I get it.

I mean, if I had just spent the last four years behaving like a Nazi, you know, persecuting “the
Unvaccinated,” demonizing everyone who refused to wear the insignia of my fascist ideology on their
face, and parroting official propaganda like an enormous Goebbelsian keyboard instrument, or just
stood by in silence while other people did that, I would probably want to act like that never happened,
and pretend that Germany was suddenly going “fascist” over the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, and just
memory-hole the whole “Covid” thing.

I would probably be highly motivated to do that — if that were how I had behaved for the past four
years — so that I didn’t appear to be a fucking hypocrite who will start clicking heels and following
orders the moment the authorities declare another fake emergency and jack up the Fear.

Sorry … I’ve been trying to be less vituperative, but this memory-holing bullshit makes me go ballistic.
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If there is one demographic that I do not need to hear sanctimonious exhortations to speak out against
the global crackdown on dissent from, it’s recently ex-Covidian-Cult leftists.

In any event, thank God for those Hate Police! If it weren’t for them … well, just imagine the horror, if
the activists at that Palestine Congress had been allowed to express their opinions about Israel. They
might have even said the word “genocide,” or made reference to a “river” and a “sea.”

Who knows what that kind of unbridled “hate” could lead to? Perhaps the end of democracy. Maybe
even World War III.

BY CJ Hopkins
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